PARTICIPATORY POLICY-MAKING LEARNING EXCHANGE

Power + Leadership exists in us all!

We are catalyzing transformation

Our voices matter + need to be heard
We are stakeholders the ones most affected

Understanding the context
Flexible models
Clear guidelines

Shared & collective learning
Where all voices are heard

Planning, anticipate challenges.
Exploring solutions

Building + shifting power
There are different fronts to tackling

We are breathing life into the future we envision through equitable, accessible + significant community-led decision-making

Listening, learn, lead
Wisdom from individual to collective stories
Local, regional, nation-wide

Continuing evolving pathways to impact

Empower youth from the start
Reduce, remove barriers
Let them lead

Offer knowledge, tools + support

Democracy Beyond Elections
Power in the People
Healthy Democracy

Participatory Budgeting
Participatory Policy
Oregon
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